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Truck accident injury claims are complex litigation cases that require deep legal knowledge and
years of experience in order to litigate successfully.  A truck accident may also involve more than a
single defendant, which can add additional complexity to the case. The legal process can be long
and winding. Because of these complexities, it is best to depend on an experienced and
knowledgeable Philadelphia truck accident lawyer to represent you.

Philadelphia Personal Injury Lawyer for Tractor-Trailer Accidents 

When large trucks collide with another vehicle, the results can be disastrous. Under federal laws,
truck drivers have the duty to exercise reasonable and adequate caution and care to avoid causing
injury to others. When an accident happens, your Philadelphia truck accident lawyer will work in trial
to establish that the required care was not exercised by the driver, and that his or her negligence
was directly responsible for injury or fatality.

Depending on the circumstances, a truck accident case may involve more than just the driver. Your
Philadelphia truck accident lawyer will identify the potential defendants and establish their individual
liabilities in court. In a truck accident litigation case, potential defendants may include trucking
companies, insurers, contractors, road crew, and employers. Your Philadelphia personal injury
lawyer may attempt to establish employee relationship between the driver and the trucking
company. Under the â€œrespondeat superiorâ€• provision, this also makes the employer legally liable for
the truck driverâ€™s negligence. If the truck involved in an accident is also carrying hazardous goods
such as fossil fuel and inflammable chemicals, then the manufacturer/ business owner of such
goods can also be made legally liable if there are secondary injuries (caused by exposure to the
goods) resulting from the truck accident.

Finding a Philadelphia Personal Injury Lawyer Online

If you or your loved one has been involved in a truck accident, you may need to use the Internet to
find a seasoned Philadelphia truck accident lawyer who can take on your case. A simple Google
search will turn up thousands of results. But donâ€™t simply hire the first attorney in the search results.
Take the time to compare track records and credentials of different law firms. Once you have
decided who you want as your Philadelphia personal injury lawyer, contact the law firm and
schedule an appointment. It is important that you do this as quickly as possible, as there are
statutes of limitations governing filing of truck accident cases.

Sink Law Offices is an established law firm with a long history of successful results. If you want to
learn how you can receive compensation from the party responsible for your truck accident injuries,
visit www.sinklawoffices.com today.
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anyone searching for a seasoned a Philadelphia personal injury lawyer.
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